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INTRODUCTION

With development of computer application, computer program libraries
have been set up in many countri臼. In order to meet the n臼ds of nuclear data
calculation and nuclear energy application, Computer Program Library ( CPL )
at CNDC was set up in 1989. This paper covers the construction purpose and
collecting fields of CPL, the judgment and 饵tegory of the codes accepted by
CPL.

I PURPOSE OF CPL CONSTRUCfION

Sin臼Chinese Nuclear Data Center was set up, more and more ωmputer
ωd臼 on theoretical calculation, evaluation and benchmark t臼ting have been
developed,collected and improved.

The imponance ofωlIecting validated nuclear model codes for ca1c:u1ation
and evaluation of nuclear data was r民ognized very 锦rly in曲时. The aims at
minimizing costs in the development of cod臼 and production of data~ at mak
ing 由e best use of expert knowledge and at ensuring由at usen utilize them well
vali也时~ cxpr;ωthe art methωs.The task of CPL is as follows :

(I) To requestωdesfrom NEA Data Bank in order to meet the needs of
由edom臼，tic u饵n.

(2) To r，饲U臼t codes from Chinese authon on interest shown by NEA
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Data But. Up to now. more than 10 codes writ忧n by Chinese have been sent
ωNEA Data Bant. They are 19.0%(1) oftotal c(地cs stored in its nuclear mod
d propam library. The percen!qe is less than 由at of USA only in 由.e world.

(3) To collect codes from Chinese aDd foreigners in order to meet the
needs of nuel但r data calculation.

(4) T，。 ωpyωd臼 for requesters wi曲"细dar也zed comput町 program

..eta_form.
{匀 T。 ωllcet feedback from users and transmit information between

ωdc's au曲。rsand u阳忌

(6) To a，α叩t publications of NEA nata Bank and disseminate them to
rela饵d institutes or uai四niti帽 in China.

2 COLLECfING FIELDS AND CATEGORY OF CODES AT
CPL

The purpose to set up the Computer Program Library is to serve the nucle
ar data calculation. evaluation ar.d relative nuclear energy application. So the
∞Ilccting fields are limited. They arc :

(I) Codes on various experimental evaluation, error analysis, data fitting
and plotting;

(2) Codes on theoretical calculation of nuclear data includ .lg various
theoretical models;

(3) Cod臼 on group constant and benchmark t臼t;

(4) Other special cod臼， such as mathematical routines, computer system
ωftware. cod臼 on managing library and so on.

In order to select cod臼 easily ， (he codes are classified as the following ac
ωrding to their function and the models they are used.

CC - Coupled Channel
01- Direct Interaction
DWBA - Distorted Wave Born Approximation
EDP - ExperimenTal Data Process
FKK - Feshbach-Kerman-Koonin
GMC - Generations of Multigroup Constants
TNCM - Intra-nuclear Nucleon Ca皿a<1e Model.
OTH -Others
OM - Optical Model
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PEM - Pre-Equilibrium M创el

PLT-Plot
RC - Reactor Calculations
RM - R-Matrix
RP - Related Progr葛m

SM - Statistical Model
SRM - Sum Rule Model
SYS - Systematics

3 STATUSOFCPL

There are mainly two sublibraries in Computer Program Library at
CNDC. One is called domestic sublibrary in which codes were written by
Chinese. More than 30 codes have been put in the sublibrary, such as UNF,
MUP3 and so on. Another is called foreign sublibrary in which codes originate
from foreigners taken mainly through NEA Data Bank. Now' there are more
than 100 codes in the sublibrary and some of them are important for nuclear
application in China.

In order to manage the library with computer, some codes have been de
veloped, such as ORDEL and RETRIEVE. ORDEL is used to make index of
∞des. RETRIEVE can be used to retrieve codes a∞。rding to code's name, cat·
ego町， author or keywords from code abstracts, which is similar to that of NEA
DataBank.

4 CODE EVALUATION

In order to verify the quality of these codes, firs t, one or two specialists are
臼ked to check the codes on theoretical model,physical idea and calculation reo
suits. Then every code with one or more test cases supplied by the authors is
∞mpiled and excuted. Finally we organize special meeting on appraising
programs to discuss on validity of anodel, and function of the codes to decide
whether or not 由ey are put into the library by specialists in the fields. Up to
now two meetings on it have been held. The first one was in 1989 and the sec
ond in 1992. The participants are from some universities and institutf~ invited
byeNDe.
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